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REPRESENTATION OF HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS
BY BOUNDARY INTEGRALS

BY

ALBERT BAERNSTEIN II

Abstract. Let K be a compact locally connected set in the plane and let /be a

function holomorphic in the extended complement of K with/(oo) = 0. We prove

that there exists a sequence of measures {p.n} on K satisfying lim„_„ ||ju.„||1'" = 0 such

that f(z) = 2ñ=o ¡K (w—z)-"-1 du„(w) (z e K). It follows from the proof that two

topologies for the space of functions holomorphic on K are the same. One of these

is the inductive limit topology introduced by Köthe, and the other is defined by a

family of seminorms which involve only the values of the functions and their deriva-

tives on K. A key lemma is an open mapping theorem for certain locally convex spaces.

The representation theorem and the identity of the two topologies is false when K

is a compact subset of the unit circle which is not locally connected.

1. Introduction. Let K be a compact subset of the complex plane and let Q.

be the complement of K on the Riemann sphere, so that Í2 is an open set which

contains the point at infinity. Given complex Borel measures {pn}ô on K which

satisfy

(1) lim |kH1,n = 0,
n->0°

the function/defined by

(2) /(^¡[(H-'iW      (zed)
n = 0 JK

is holomorphic in Q. and vanishes at infinity.

In this paper we prove that, when K is locally connected, the following converse

holds :

Theorem 1. Suppose that K is a compact locally connected plane set. Then every

function f holomorphic in O. satisfying /(oo) = 0 has a representation (2) with the

measures {/xn} satisfying (1).
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When A" is a single point the representation asserted by Theorem 1 is just the

Laurent expansion of/. For a general K, however, the measures ¡xn will certainly

not be uniquely determined by/.

The set Q. need not be connected. In fact it might have infinitely many compo-

nents. "Holomorphic in Q" means holomorphic in each component; there need be

no analytic relation between the functions in different components.

If we start with an open set G whose boundary dG is locally connected and does

not contain oo, then each function/holomorphic in G has a representation (2) for

z e G with K= dG. All we need do to prove this is extend/in any way we like to a

function holomorphic in the complement of dG, then use Theorem 1.

Johnson [4] proved a result similar to Theorem 1 for functions holomorphic in

the unit disk. In §5 we show that our representation is equivalent to his in this case,

and answer (Theorem 3) a question of his concerning representability of functions

holomorphic off a proper subset of the unit circle. Theorem 3(b) shows that

Theorem 1 is false for arbitrary compact K.

In the proof of Theorem 1 a main idea is the duality between functions holo-

morphic on and off K as developed by Köthe [5]. Consider the space H(K) of

(equivalence classes of) functions holomorphic in some neighborhood of K. The

function/of Theorem 1 induces a linear form on HiK), which is continuous in the

topology introduced by Köthe, denoted here by %. (Definitions are given in §3.)

We will algebraically embed HiK) in a space X[%0] whose topological dual

consists of sequences of measures on K. Theorem 1 follows from the Hahn-Banach

theorem once we show that the topology 2:0 restricted to HiK) is finer than the

topology %. In §2 we prove an open mapping theorem which will imply that this is

the case, and in §3 we give the proof of Theorem 1. As a corollary of the proof

we obtain in §4 a description (Theorem 2) of Köthe's topology % which involves

only the values of the functions and their derivatives on K.

We will be using the theory of locally convex spaces, and in particular inductive

limits, whose basic properties we now recall. Let E be a vector space and let {En}

be an increasing sequence of subspaces whose union is E. Suppose on each En is a

locally convex topology %n such that all the inclusions En-+ En+1 are continuous.

Let X be the finest locally convex topology on E for which all the inclusions

En^E are continuous. Then E[%] is called the inductive limit of the spaces

£n[2:n]. A O-neighborhood base in E[%] is formed by the collection of all sets

r(Un°=i Vn) where T means convex circled hull, and each Vn is a zero-neighborhood

in £„[SCn]. A linear operator from E[%] into a locally convex space is continuous

if and only if its restriction to each En[%n] is continuous. For proofs see [2, p. 61].

(Read "circled" instead of "symmetric," and proofs are valid for complex case as

well as real.)

2. A lemma from functional analysis. Consider the following situation. E and F

are locally convex spaces and Tis a continuous linear mapping from E into F. It is
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known that T_1(B) is bounded in E whenever B is a bounded subset of F. In par-

ticular, r_1(0) is bounded, hence 7 is one-to-one. When can we assert that J-1 is

continuous ?

We can do so if the range TE is, bornological, but this need not hold, even if Fis

bornological and TE is closed in F. Or, by Ptak's theorem [9, p. 163], we can do so

if E is incomplete and TE is barreled. Again, however, it does not suffice that E

be incomplete and F be barreled.

The following lemma gives conditions on E and F under which the answer is

affirmative. A separated locally convex space is called a (DF) space if it possesses a

fundamental sequence of bounded sets and if each strongly bounded set in the dual

which is the countable union of equicontinuous sets is itself equicontinuous.

Lemma. Suppose that E is a separated locally convex space in which every closed

bounded set is compact, and that F is a (DF) space. Let T be a continuous linear

mapping from E into F with the property that 7~1(i?) is bounded whenever B is. Then

T'1 is a continuous linear mapping from TE onto E.

Proof. We denote by £" and F' the topological dual spaces of E and F, by T'

the mapping adjoint to T, and by A0 the polar of the set A with respect to one of

the dualities <£", £'> or <F, 7">.

Let B be a closed bounded convex circled subset of F. Then we have the

equation [T'iB°)]° = T~1iB). Take polars again. The left-hand side is the closure of

T\BQ) in the Mackey topology r(£", E), and, since T~X(B) is assumed bounded,

the right-hand side is a zero-neighborhood in the strong topology ß(E', E).

The hypothesis on Eimplies in particular that every bounded set in .Eis relatively

weakly compact, so the topologies ß(E', E) and t(£", E) coincide. Thus we have

shown that the map 7' : F¿ -»■ E¡¡ is nearly open. Since F¡¡ is a Fréchet space, in

particular a Ptak space, it follows from [9, p. 163] that 7" is a topological iso-

morphism. Thus T'(F'), with the topology induced by Eg, is isomorphic to a

quotient space of F'e, hence is a Ptak space, hence is complete. Since T'(B°) is in

fact dense in a zero-neighborhood for E' (not just for T'(F')) it follows that T'(F')

is dense in £", whence T'(F') = E', and Eg is thus a Fréchet space.

To prove that 7_1 is continuous, it suffices [9, p. 158] to show that each equi-

continuous set A in E' is the image by 7" of an equicontinuous set in F'. Since

every bounded set in E is relatively compact, hence precompact, it follows that

every equicontinuous set in E' is precompact in E'B [6, p. 268]. Since E'ß is complete,

the strong closure of A is compact, and thus [6, p. 281] of the form T'(C), where C

is a compact subset of F'B.

Since C is precompact and F¡¡ is metrizable there is a null sequence whose

(strongly) closed convex circled hull contains C [6, p. 275]. Since F is a (DF) space,

the null sequence is equicontinuous, hence so is its weakly closed convex circled

hull. The weak closure contains the strong closure, thus C is equicontinuous, and

we are done.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1. For now, let K be any compact set in the plane. Define

the space H(K) as follows : The function g belongs to HiK) if there exists an open

set U=>K such that g is holomorphic in U, and we identify two such functions if

they agree on some neighborhood of K. For each U as above, let AiU) denote the

space of functions holomorphic in Í7 and continuous on cl U, with topology defined

by the norm ||g||r/ = sup26t7 |g(z)|. There is a natural map from AiU) into H(K).

Let X¡ be the finest locally convex topology on H(K) for which all these maps are

continuous. Alternatively, //(A")[3;¡] can be described as the inductive limit of the

spaces A(UV), where {Í7V} is any decreasing sequence of open sets containing K

such that each neighborhood of K contains some Uv and such that each component

of each t/v meets t/v+1.

The space H(K)[%] is separated, a subset is bounded iff it is contained and

bounded in some AiU), and each closed bounded set is compact. Proofs may be

found in [5] or in [6, p. 379].

Now, following Roumieu [7], let Xv (v= 1, 2,...) be the space of all sequences

h = {hn}ô, where each hn is a continuous function on K, and

||A||V = sup |AB||v-» < oo.
nSO

(Here, and from now on, a norm without subscript means sup norm (or total

variation, for measures) over K. Equipped with the norm || ||v, A"v is a Banach

space. Let X= (J5°= x Xv. Let %¡ be the locally convex inductive limit topology

induced on X by the Xv.

The space A[£0] is separated. Each bounded set is contained and bounded in

one of the Xv. For each continuous linear form <pe X' there exists a sequence of

measures {p-n}o on K such that lim,,..» ||zin||1,n = 0 and such that <p(/0 = Zo° J" "n dy¡.n

(h e X).

The above statements are proved in [7, p. 43]. They can also be easily deduced

from the proposition in our §4. Moreover, A is a (DF) space, since it is the separa-

ted inductive limit of a sequence of normed, hence iDF), spaces [3, Théorème 9].

Consider now the linear mapping T: HiK) -> X defined by

Tg = {(«!)"^«tf-o       ig 6 HiK))

where Dng is the restriction to K of the «th (complex) derivative of g. If U is an

open set containing K and v is a positive integer with v~* less than the distance from

A" to BU, it follows from Cauchy's formula that

ïhi'àiiiv    ige ¿m.

So T restricted to each AiU) is a continuous mapping into some Xv, hence into X,

and it follows that T is continuous on HiK)[%].

We claim that

T'\B) is bounded in H(K)[%f\ whenever B is bounded in X^t0],

provided K is locally connected.
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Let us assume that (1) is true. Then by the lemma of §2, 7"1 is continuous, and

so H(K)[%0] coincides with H(K)[%], where by H(K)[%0] we of course mean

H(K) regarded as a topological subspace of X[%0] (we will not distinguish H(K)

from T(H(K))).

Now fix / holomorphic in Q with/(oo) = 0. For each open set U containing K

select finitely many simple closed rectifiable curves in U— K whose union y has the

property

(z — w)~1dz = 2-rri,       weK,

= 0, w$U

(for the existence of y, see [8, p. 255]). For g e A(U) define

(2) <f,g> = ^¡mg(w)dw.

Then, for a given U, </, g} does not depend on y, and, for a given g, does not

depend on the neighborhood Uin which g is holomorphic. Letting <p2(w) = (w — z)~l

(w eK) where zeilis fixed, we have </, q>2}= —f(z). The above assertions follow

from Cauchy's theorem as stated in [1, p. 145].

When U runs through all neighborhoods of K the formula (2) defines a linear

functional, denoted also by/ on H(K). Since

|</,*>|'áC.Ul»        (S^A(U))

where the constant C depends only on /and U, it follows that/is continuous on

H(K) with the topology %, hence with the topology %>. Extend / by the Hahn-

Banach theorem to an element of A"[ï0]. Let {/*„} be the measure sequence on K

associated with the extended functional. Then

<f, g> = 2 f ^P- dp.n(w)       (g e H(K)).

Theorem 1 follows from the choice g(w) = <pz(w) and an obvious change of notation.

Proof of (1). We can assume that B is the unit ball in one of the Xv. Let Bv

denote its inverse image in H(K) :

Bv = {geH(K): ¡D*g\ ¿S ¿»I, n = 0,1,2,."..}.

We shall construct a neighborhood V of K into which all the elements of Bv have

(single valued) holomorphic extensions.

For each w e K choose Uw, open in C, such that w e Uw^ A(w, v'1) and such

that Kn Uw is connected. Here A(s, r) = {ze C : |z —¿| <r}. Choose rw such that

A(w, 2z-„)c Uw Define V= \J {A(tv, rw) : we K}. Take g eBv and ze V. Define

(3) g*(z)=2^(z-w)»
n = 0        "•
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where w is any point of A" such that z e A(w, rw). The series converges, since \z — w\

<(2v)_1. We have to show that g*(z) does not depend on w.

Suppose that z e A(w, r^) n A(s, rs), where s, w e K. Assume that rw á f«. Then

Ii — w| <rw + rsH2rs, hence w e A(s, 2rs)c; i/s, hence both s and w belong to the

connected set Us n A. Let 1/ be an open set containing AT for which g e A(U). Then

C7sn ATc Afoiz-^n £7.

Let II7 be the component of the set on the right which contains s. Then weW.

The equation

(4) g(T)=2^(.-,r
n = 0        " •

is valid for all t eW. Hence the series (3) around w is a rearrangement of the

series (4) around s, and uniqueness of g*(z) follows.

It is obvious that g* is holomorphic in Fand that |g*(z)| <2 for all z e V. It is

easily verified that g* and g agree on V r\ U, and hence define the same element of

H(K). Let Vx be any open set with A<= J/^cl KjC K. We have shown that

Bv<={geA(VJ: \\g\\Vl á 2},

which implies that Bv is bounded in H(K)[%].

4. The topology of H(K). We use the notation of §3. The topology usually

considered on H(K), K compact, is the inductive limit topology %. For K the unit

circle, Johnson [4], using Fourier series, showed that this topology could be des-

cribed without the intervention of the normed spaces A(U). For A any locally

connected compact set we claim there is a description of %¡ in terms of certain

"natural" seminorms. Let sé be the class of all nonnegative sequences a = {an}o

such that lim„_ „ an,n = 0. For nei put

Paig) = 5 «JJD-fclK/i!)-1       ige HiK))
n = 0

where ||  || denotes sup norm on A. Then we have the following theorem :

Theorem 2. Let K be a compact locally connected plane set. Then the topology

%i on HiK) coincides with the topology generated by the family of seminorms pa,

aestf.

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 1 we know that % coincides with X0, where

30 is the topology H(K) inherits when regarded as a subspace of X. So the proof of

Theorem 2 reduces to proving the following analogous statement for X.

Proposition. 77ze topology X0 on X coincides with the topology on X generated

by the family ofseminorms pa, a es/, where

Paih)  =   2  «„IAnl (* 6 X).
n = 0
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Proof. If h e Xv and a esa then pa(h) g ||«||v Z "n""- This proves that pa is finite

and that its restriction to each normed space Xv is continuous. Sincepa is obviously

homogeneous and subadditive, it follows that eachpa is a 2:0-continuous seminorm.

Conversely, let U be a S0-neighborhood of 0 in X. We have to show that

U => {h e X : pa(h) è 1}

for some a esé. We can assume that U is the £0-closure of V, where

V=T\J{heXv: ¡h\\v g rv)
v = l

(T stands for convex circled hull) and the sequence {rv} is positive, but decreases so

rapidly that lim,,.»«» vnrv = 0 for each fixed positive integer n.

Define, for « = 0, 1, 2,...,

ßn = sup{rV : v = 1,2,3,...},

v(ri) = largest integer v for which ßn = vnrv.

Then for each n we have ßn+1t lv(n)]n + 1rHn) hence

(1) "(«)  = ßn+llßn-

The sequence v(«) must tend to oo with n, because if not we would have v(n) S m

for some integer m and for all n belonging to an infinite set S. This means that

rvvn á rHn)[v(n)]n ^ Cmn       (v ^ m,neS)

where C is some constant larger than all the rv. Fixing v = m+1 and letting n -*> oo,

we get a contradiction.

It now follows from (1) that lim»-,«, ßT\ln = <x>. Put an = 2nß~1. Then « = {«„} e s¿.

Suppose that/?a(/z)^ 1. Then [|An|| ¿,2~nßn (n = 0, 1, 2,...), hence

(2) ||A,|| Ú 2-n[v(n)fr^ny

Let «<B) be the element of X whose nth coordinate is hn and whose other co-

ordinates are zero. Then hin) e Xv for all v and ||«(n)|v=v-n||nn|| (./ = 1, 2, 3,...).

Taking v = v(ri) and using (2), we obtain

||«<"'||v(n) g 2-"rv(n)       (« = 0,1,2,...).

Thus

2 «(n) = 2 2-'I(2"/z<"))

is an element of the set V for each N.

We claim that

(3) lim  > /t(n) = /z
¡Ï-.00 n = 0
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where the limit is taken in the topology 2:0. Let,/ be an integer with h e X¡. Then

h- 2 hw
iz+i

= s™ ||AB||0-+i)-"a l|AL07/+i)N+1
nSiV + 1

which tends to 0 as 7V-> oo. Since injection from Xj+1 into X is continuous, (3)

follows. Hence A belongs to the closure of V.

5. Functions holomorphic off a subset of the unit circle.    Let

H^e) = W T^S     {n = °'l'2' ■ ■ "r - °'re'9 * l« ° - ö - 2n)-

Johnson [4] proved that every function/holomorphic in |z| < 1 has a representa-

tion

(1) m = 2   f mn\e-<p) dXni9)       iz - re'9, r < 1)
n = o Jr

where the An are measures on the unit circle T satisfying

(2) lim ¡«lAJ1* = 0.
n~* co

If all the A„ are supported in the closed subset Ac r, then (1) defines a function

holomorphic in Ac, the complement of A on the Riemann sphere, which satisfies

/(0) = A0(r) = —/(oo). Conversely, Johnson asks whether every function holo-

morphic in Ac can be represented as a series (1) with all the measures supported

in A, plus a constant.

The following result furnishes a complete answer to this question.

Theorem 3. Let K be a compact subset of \z\ = 1.

(a) Suppose that K has only finitely many components. Then for each f holomorphic

in Kc there exists a sequence {An}™ of measures on A satisfying (2), such that

00 .

/(z) = M/(0)+/(co)]+2       Wn\6-9)dKÍÓ)       izeK<).
n = 0 JK

(b) Suppose that A has infinitely many components. Then the conclusion of (a)

is false.

Thus the answer is affirmative if and only if A is locally connected.

Proof of (a). Define polynomials Pnix), positive numbers Afp, and holomorphic

functions G<m) by

PÁx) = 1,

Pnix) = in\)-\x+l)(x + 2)- • •(* + ")       in ^ 1),

(3) ^
2 A™xm = pn(x) iO úm-¿n,n^0),

171 = 0

G(z) =(l-z)"1,    G(m) = 8mGI86m iz = reie).
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Then, if w = eí<p, we have

Wn\6-<p) = 2Gw(zw-1) (n ^ 1)

= 2G(zw~1)-l       (n = 0).
(4)

From

G(m)(z) = im 2 kmzk        (m ^ 0),

(i_z)-(n + D = 2 Pn(k)zk (n ^ 0)
k = 0

for |z| < 1 follows the identity

OO

(5) (l-z)-(n + 1) = 2 A™rmG™(z)       (zeC,z # 1).
m = 0

We claim that

(6) If {an}ô  is a nonnegative sequence satisfying lim^.,,,,, aj,n = 0 and if ßm

= 2nœ=m ̂ ínn)«n (m>0) then each ßm<oo andhm^eo (m\ßm)llm = 0.

Proof of (6). For nïOwe have

Pn(x) Ï ^ x» (x ä «),

Pn(x) ^ 7n(n) ^4"     (0 ^ x á «).

The first inequality follows at once from the definition (3) ; the second part of the

second inequality is easily proved by induction.

Given e>0 choose B such that an<Ben for all n. Then for x>0 we have

oo co CO CO

2 ßmxm = 2 *m 2 ^»B)°» = 2 «»^-w
m=0 m=0 n=m n=0

2nenJCn

The right-hand side is finite, hence so is each ßm. Moreover, as x -> oo the right-

hand side is less than B exp (2ex) + o(l), which implies that the power series with

coefficients ßm is entire and of exponential type zero, which implies (m\ßm)llm -> 0.

The set AT is locally connected. Apply Theorem 1 to the function f(z) —/(oo).

Then

(7) f(z)  = f(co) + 2    f   ( W - Z) - <" + » d^w)
n = 0 JK

with lim ||ztn||1/n = 0. Define measures Am on K by

(8) dXm(w) = 2 -4£V-<»+1> d^n(w)       (m^0,we K).
n = m
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Since Ivv| = 1 on A the measure w~in + 1) dp,niw) has the same total variation as d¡j,n.

So it follows from (6) that the series in (8) converges in norm, and, further, that the

Xm satisfy the decay condition (2).

Fix z çé A. Then, from (8),

OO /% 00 00 ft

(9) 2  \i~mGim\zw-1)dXmiw) =  2   2 '~mA^ \Gim\zw-1)w-ln + 1)dliniw).
m = 0 J m = On = m J

Each integral on the right has absolute value less than ||p„|| sup^x- |G(m)(zw,_1)|

which is less than w!Cm||/xn|], where the constant C depends only on z and A.

(The inequality for G(m) is proved in [4].) It follows from (6) that

CO 00

2   2 ^m\Cm\\p.n\\ < oo,
m-0 n—m

so the double series in (9) is absolutely convergent. Reversing the summation, then

using (5) and (7), we obtain

2   írmG^(zw^)dXm(w) =/(z)-/(oo).
m = 0 J

Replacing the G<m) by 7/<m> according to (4), making obvious notational changes,

and using

H$X6) =1    if n = 0,

= 0   if n ^ 1,

we obtain the representation of/asserted in (a).

Proof of (b). By a procedure like the one above, it can be shown that each

function representable as in the conclusion of part (a) is also representable in the

form (7). Therefore, it suffices to show that, whenever A has infinitely many

components, there exists a function/holomorphic in Kc which does not permit a

representation (7) with ||zin||1,n-^0.

Let w0 = exp (z'<p0) be a point of A such that every neighborhood of w0 meets

infinitely many components of A". There is a positive sequence {<pm}m = i, decreasing

to 0, such that either

(10) exp (i(<p0 + <pm)) e K (m even)   and   exp (i(<p0 + <pm)) $ K(m odd)

or (10) holds with +(pm replaced by — <pm. Because, if neither (10) nor the other

statement were true, then w0 would either be an isolated point of A, in the interior

of an interval contained in A, or the endpoint of an interval of Kc. In each of these

three cases every sufficiently small neighborhood of vv0 would have connected

intersection with A, which violates the choice of w0.

Say that (10) holds. From now on m = 2, 4, 6,.... Let wm = exp (/(<p0 + <pm)) and

let

Km = {exp iii<p + <Po)) e K : <pm+1 < <p < <pm_,}.
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Choose, by Mittag-Leffler's theorem, a function / holomorphic on the sphere

except at the points wm (m even), which satisfies /(oo) = 0 and Res (/ wm) = 1. Let

Tm be a small circle passing through exp (i(<pm+1 + <Po)) and exp (z'(<pm-i +<Po))- Then

f   (w-z)-^dz =1    if weKm,

= 0   if weK-Km.

Iff possessed a representation of the form (7) we would have

f   f(z)dz = p1(Km)
•zrm

so that P.1(Km) = 2-7ri (m = 2, 4, 6,...). Since ttj is a finite measure and the Km are

pairwise disjoint, the last statement is impossible.
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